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ABSTRACT

EVALUATING THE QUALITY OF ENGLISH FINAL EXAMINATION OF THE SECOND SEMESTER TEST BY USING ITEMAN SOFTWARE PROGRAM AT SECOND GRADE IN MADRASAH TSANAWIYAH HASANUDDIN BANDAR LAMPUNG

By:
NURJANNAH

Teaching and learning is a process to interact the students toward their aims at level of learning experiences. To evaluate the quality of English final examination of the second semester test made by English teachers at Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung using ITEMAN program software 4.4, based on the criteria of a good test.

The design of this research was descriptive-qualitative research which described the result of evaluation on an object based on standard criteria using ITEMAN Program Software. The instrument used in this research was students’ test and students’ answers from multiple choice test questions given by the teacher.

The finding of the analysis indicated the test items had low validity, low reliability, high discrimination power and average level of difficulty. It meant that the test items included the test that has not fully standardized of the good test for the students and the teacher had to revise the item test to make the test items become appropriate to use. Then the teachers should be able to make the appropriate test items for the students using a tool to measure the quality of item test. The teachers should be trained how to analyze the test items effectively and efficiently.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Title Affirmation

In understanding the title of this research and avoid misunderstanding, the researcher needed to explain this research.

The evaluating referred to this research was evaluating the English final examination test at the second semester for grade eight, based on the criteria of a good test identified of validity, reliability, discrimination power, and level of difficulty. The questions evaluated are questions of the multiple choice test are 50 questions.

The quality referred to this research was the quality of the questions tested to the students during the final examination test based on the criteria of a good test, to find out whether the questions are feasible or not based on the eligibility criteria for the questions.

The final examination referred to this research was the final examination for grade eight in the second semester for class advancement to a higher grade, namely towards grade nine in academic year 2020.

Evaluating quality of final examination in this research was an evaluation of the final examination in formed multiple choice tests for 50 questions made by the teacher to indicate the questions are suitable or not for the students while in pandemic era.

Iteman software program that used in this research was ITEMAN 4.4, which was a program used to analyze items and analyze test results. The focus of the researcher was to measure the validity, reliability, discrimination power and level of difficulty in each item for the second semester of the final examination using iteman software program 4.4.
Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin referred to this research was a junior high school located in Bandar Lampung, precisely in Kupang Teba, North Teluk Betung, Bandar Lampung.

The researcher means by the title of the research about Evaluating the Quality of English Final Examination of the Second Semester Test by Using Iteman Software Program at Second Grade in Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung was to conduct analysis items for each questions of the final examination using iteman program software.

B. Background of the Research

Teaching and learning is a process to intract the students toward their aims and combine the knowledge, behaviors, and skills that add their level of learning experiences. Learning process is a process that people pass through the new knowledge, capability and skills then ultimately influence their attitude and actions. The learning will happen when people can demonstrate that they know something that they did not know something before and when they can do something they could not do before.  

To find out the result of their learning, test is the choice for taking their experiences in learning. It is one of the ways to measure students’ ability in learning the subject. Test is designed to measure students’ ability in a language regardless of the training that they may have had in that language. The test is used as a tool to measure the students’ understanding of the learning that the teacher has given to the students while studying.

Test is as one of the procedure the teacher needs to analyze students to see what they need and want. According to Hughes “Test is used to obtain the information that we hope to

---

obtain will of course vary from situation to situation.”⁴ Test is implied by the questions to apply the teacher’s questions is used to make a questions to avoid the uncontrol test based on the criteria, it is why they cannot be separated.

There are many types of tests that a student can take to gauge his or her fitness in a single study, such as having a daily test, oral test, monthly test, mid test or final test. Teacher can diagnose the students’ strengths and weaknesses in oral or written communication.⁵ That is implied to see how far the students understand the learning of study. A test is a method to measure the persons’ ability of knowledge, or performance by given domain.⁶ Teacher can give test as the implementation of students’ result of what they listened and comprehended from the teacher while they were studying.

To know the quality of items in a test based on the result students’ test that have given, teacher can do evaluation. Evaluation is the way to evaluate the questions as the teachers’ references and review. After getting the evaluation, teachers are able to comprehend all materials start from the students, level of students, the difficulties of students and also the questions. Bachman defines evaluation “as the systematic gathering of information to make decisions”⁷. Evaluation can be used to measure the students’ skill on any subject accurately.

There are a lot of ways to measure the students’ abilities, one of the tests is multiple choice test. Some teachers choose multiple choices as a test, because it can become efficiently and effectively way. Multiple choice tests supposed as the most standardized test in testing the students’ ability and knowledge based on the choices of the answers. Multiple choice test is

⁴Ibid., 
suitable as a strategy in assessment. Teacher indicates that multiple-choice tests can be useful and it is the right test for measuring the knowledge of the students so that they can analyze the material.

Multiple choice is the test that is formed from the questions and the close ended answer. The examinees just need to choose the best option from the available choices. Multiple choice can be as productive measure like speaking test, require active or creative answer, receptive measure like multiple reading test, tent to rely on recognition, with the students simply choosing the letter of the answer. Skill in English can be formed to the multiple choices with the provisions in reading skill.

In learning English, reading skills determine the important contributions. From reading skill learners can receive inputs for the development of listening, speaking, and writing skills through reading. They can help the learners to gain the knowledge of speaking expression, writing technique, or comprehension in listening through printed texts deeply. Learners also can get more grammar and vocabulary that introduced in reading.

Test should measure four aspects of the criteria of a good test such as validity, reliability, level of difficulty and discrimination power. Many teachers still use manual way to analyze the quality of the test items, it will spend a lot of time. So as many teachers use the media as a tool to help them evaluate the results of student questions and facilitate them in a short time and efficient. Properly the teachers can use ITEMAN software program to analyze the quality of the final examination test items that they have made.

---


10 Fiharsono A, *An Analysis of the Use of Multiple Choice Items of Reading Test in UAN for Students of SMP* (Yogyakarta: Sanata Dharma University, 2005)
ITEMAN software can be used by the teacher to analyze test items and decide which test item is good to use and not to use. Based on the validity, reliability, discriminating power, and level of difficulty. It is why this program software is important for the teachers because this software program can be administering the test items in simple way.

Based on the explanation above, the problem concerning the analysis of test items needed to be investigated because the test items will be used for testing the students in the exam, the teachers have to analyze first. It is the reason why the researcher interested in analyzing the second Semester test items made by the teacher using ITEMAN program software 4.4, which would be used for Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung. The aim of the item analyses was to establish the test items with the result of ITEMAN program software and the revisions for the items.

From the background of relation of this research, there are some studies that related to the quality of English examination test in each item generally. There are three researchers that conducted the research about the quality of English test in each items. They are Nofiyanti in 2011, Fatma Dwi Rusmiana in 2015, and Nurul Amanah in 2017.

Nofiyanti investigated the analyzing the content validity of English summative test for the first year students of junior high school at SMP N 87 Jakarta, and she focused on the validity test of the content validity. She clarified that the validity of test referred to the representativeness of the questions included in containing of the instrument to give each its emphasis. She said the content validity concerned with it whether or not the content of the test is representative and comprehensive sufficiently for the test to be valid the measurement of what supposed to measure.\textsuperscript{11}

\textsuperscript{11} Nofiyanti, “An Analysis on the Content Validity of the Summative Test for the First Year Students of Junior High School”. (The Research of the s1 Degree in English Language Education UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta, Jakarta, 2011), Pg. 7.
Fatma Dwi Rusmiana investigated that the analysis of the quality about questions of the 1st semester final test of the accounting theory vocational at class XII at SMK YPKK 1 Sleman Academic Year of 2014/2015 is good based on the result using the ITEMAN. She focuses on the result the quality of test items by ITEMAN.\textsuperscript{12}

Nurul Amanah investigated that the analyzing the quality of final semester test by using ITEMAN at the second grade of SMP negeri 2 Sumberjo Tanggamus in 2016/2017. The focus of the research is the analyzing on the side and investigating the population which has different knowledgeable students and multiple choice items. She focuses on the evaluation of the quality that is used the ITEMAN and does not use it based on the result.\textsuperscript{13}

From the related studies above the studies mentioned test as the measure of the progress in study for the students and ITEMAN as the tool to analyze the test items for junior high school or senior high school so that the program can be the optional for the teacher to evaluate the process teaching and learning use the result.

Some differences between the previous research and this research were the questions that used to analyze was the second grade of final examination in academic year 2020, the researcher concerned how to know the quality of English final examination of the second semester test by using ITEMAN software program software 4.4 at second grade in Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung in pandemic condition. This research was to evaluate and analyze the test items of multiple choices using ITEMAN program software, and gave the revisions

\textsuperscript{12} Fatma Dwi Rusmiana, “The Test Analysis of 1st Semester Final Test of the Accounting Theory for Vocational Education: Case Study of SMK YPKK 1 Sleman Academic Year of 2014/2015” . (The Research of Degree Bachelor of Education in Faculty of Economics Yogyakarta State University, Yogyakarta, 2015), Pg. 58.

\textsuperscript{13} Nurul Amanah, “The Analyzing the Quality of Final Semester Test by Using ITEMAN at the Second Grade Of SMP Negeri 2 Sumberjo Tanggamus in 2016/2017”. (The Research of s1 Degree the Training and Education Faculty University of Lampung, Lampung, 2017), Pg.11.
for the questions based on the result of the ITEMAN program software.

C. Focus and Sub Focus of the Research

Based on the background of the problems above, this research focus was on the quality of test items for second Semester Examination of the Second semester at the second grade or eight in Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung who go to the next level using Iteman software program. The questions that evaluated are multiple choice that usual students get when they are doing examination. Some English teachers did not understand and know how to analyze the test items that they had made before they used for the students during the examination test. It was why the students were rarely got good scores in the examination.

Moreover, the quality of test items were questionable because they did not analyze before. It should be the test items for the students’ test had to be analyzed to know the test that they belonged based on the criteria to a good test or not. Therefore, this research would focus on the analyzing the kinds of the multiple choice test items only, however this program software could not be used for essay items.

The sub focus of this research was iteman program software 4.4 to know the validity, reliability, level of difficulty and discrimination power of the item for each question using the program.

D. Identification of the Research

According to the background of the research above, the following problems can be found:

1. The English Teacher of Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung did not know what was iteman program software and the usage of iteman software.
2. The English teachers of Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung who were teaching grade eight at the second semester were unfamiliar about the program software and rarely analyzed the test to determine of the quality of test items.

3. The English final examination of the second semester test items in Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung were made by the teacher were not identified of the validity, reliability, discrimination power, and level of difficulty.

E. Formulation of the Problem

Based on the identification, the researcher formulates the formulation of the problem as follows:

1. How did iteman software program run and what else that could analyze using iteman analyze?

2. How was the quality of the English final examination of the second semester test made by English teachers based on criteria of a good test (validity, reliability, discrimination power, and level of difficulty)?

3. How revision should be made by the teacher on English final examination of the second semester test items in Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung?

F. Objective of Research

In line with the formulation of the problem above, the objectives of this research are:

1. To tell the readers what was iteman program software and what else that could analyze using iteman.

2. To evaluate the quality of the English final examination of the second semester test made by English teachers at Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung use ITEMAN
program software 4.4, the criteria of a good test (validity, reliability, discrimination power, and level of difficulty).

3. To know what revision should be made by the teacher on English final examination of the second semester test on second semester items in Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung made by the teacher.

G. Uses of the Research

1. Theoretically

The results of this theory were expected to complete the previous theories of the quality of assessment.

2. Practically

This research might be used to assess the quality of multiple choice tests by using ITEMAN Program Software. The findings of this research were hopefully could be useful for many objects.

a. For the teachers, this research might be used to help the teachers assess the quality of multiple choice tests by using ITEMAN Program Software.

b. For the students, as the tool to measure the students’ ability in learning and as the students’ evaluation to change the way of study.

c. For the school, the research hoped this ITEMAN could be used as the tool to evaluate the quality of questions and to evaluate the learning and teaching process based on the result of the program.

d. For the other research, the results of this theory were expected to complete the previous theories of the quality of assessment.
H. Relevance Studies

The relation to this research, there were several studies related to the quality of English test items. There were three researchers who conducted the research, as follows:

Nofiyanti investigated the analyzing the content validity of English summative test for the first year students of junior high school at SMP N 87 Jakarta, and she focused on the validity test of the content validity. She clarified that the validity of test refered to the representativeness of the questions included in containing of the instrument to give each its emphasis. She said the content validity concerned with it whether or not the content of the test is representative and comprehensive sufficiently for the test to be valid the measurement of what supposed to measure.14

Fatma Dwi Rusmiana investigated that the analysis of the quality about questions of the 1st semester final test of the accounting theory vocational at class XII at SMK YPKK 1 Sleman Academic Year of 2014/2015 is good based on the result using the ITEMAN. She focuses on the result the quality of test items by ITEMAN.15

Nurul Amanah investigated that the analyzing the quality of final semester test by using ITEMAN at the second grade of SMP negeri 2 Sumberjo Tanggamus in 2016/2017. The focus of the research is the analyzing on the side and investigating the population which has different knowledgeable students and multiple choice items. She focuses on the evaluation of the quality that is used the ITEMAN and does not use it based on the result.16

14 Nofiyanti, “An Analysis on the Content Validity of the Summative Test for the First Year Students of Junior High School”. (The Research of the s1 Degree in English Language Education UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta, Jakarta, 2011), Pg. 7.
15 Fatma Dwi Rusmiana, “The Test Analysis of 1st Semester Final Test of the Accounting Theory for Vocational Education: Case Study of SMK YPKK 1 Sleman Academic Year of 2014/2015”. (The Research of Degree Bachelor of Education in Faculty of Economics Yogyakarta State University, Yogyakarta, 2015), Pg. 58.
16 Nurul Amanah, “The Analyzing the Quality of Final Semester Test by Using ITEMAN at the Second Grade Of SMP Negeri 2 Sumberjo Tanggamus in 2016/2017”. (The Research of s1 Degree the Training and Education Faculty University of Lampung, Lampung, 2017), Pg.11.
From the related studies above the studies mentioned test as the measure of the progress in study for the students and ITEMAN as the tool to analyze the test items for junior high school or senior high school so that the program can be the optional for the teacher to evaluate the process teaching and learning use the result.

Some differences between the previous research and this research were the questions that used to analyze was the second grade of final examination in academic year 2020, the researcher concerned how to know the quality of English final examination of the second semester test by using ITEMAN software program software 4.4 at second grade in Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung in pandemic condition. This research was to evaluate and analyze the test items of multiple choices using ITEMAN program software, and gave the revisions for the questions based on the result of the ITEMAN program software.

I. Research Methodology
   1. Research Design

   The design of this research was descriptive qualitative research which described the result of the evaluation on the object based on standard criteria using ITEMAN Program Software 4.4. Evaluation research was the research that provide the information for the decision maker that related to the power or strength of a program software 4.4. Descriptive research studies were designed to obtain the nature of the situation as it exists at the time of the study.

   This study used data that was already available. The purpose was to describe what exist. The research was intended to evaluate the questions using the ITEMAN
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17 Arifin, Zaenal, Metodologi Penelitian Pendidikan Filosofi, Teori dan Aplikasinya, (Surabya: Lentera Cendekia, 2010), P.15
software program 4.4 and proposed several revisions based on the results obtained using the iteman analysis for the final semester exam in second grade at Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung, located in Teluk Betung Utara, Bandar Lampung.

The Purpose of this research was to describe how was the usage of ITEMAN Program Software to analyze the final semester test of students in Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin. The objects of this research conducted of the test items and the student’s answer in soft file. Both of them were analyzed using the standard of criteria. It was the validity, reliability, level of difficulty, and discriminating power.

2. **Research Subject**

This research was conducted at the second grade of the final semester or second semester in Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung, which was located in Teluk Betung Utara. This research was conducted over a period of a week. It was administered in English lesson which was tested after the students finished their English final semester test items.

The object of this research was the final semester test of English made by the teacher for the second grade at Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung. The test questions given were in the type of multiple choice test which had multiple choices, namely choices with 4 choices, namely a, b, c, and d and had 1 choice as the answer key.

The number of test questions used in this research were 50 items. The test questions made by the teacher were tested to get data on student answers. The tests evaluated in this study were the answers of students who answered questions using an online test, totaling 20 students.
3. Instrument and Data Collection
   
a. Instrument

   The instrument used in this research was student test as a data, namely teacher-made English final examination test items as documents to be analyzed, the number of questions in grade 2 at Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung which amounted to 50 items and using student answers from the answer of multiple choice test questions given by the teacher.

   The number of students who took the online test was 20 students, so that in this research it was found to have 20 student answers and 50 test items obtained from documents that were used as the basis for analyzing student examination questions using the software program iteman 4.4 as a tool to analyze questions based on student answers.

   The Documents in this research were obtained by approaching the principal, curriculum teacher and English teachers. During the approach, the researcher would first ask the principal for permission to conduct research in the school, and then asked for permission to access the documents through the English teacher to request the documents needed for research, and the principal allowed it.

b. Data Collecting Technique

   Final semester test or second semester test items were collected as the data for the research. The test items were analyzed to determine whether there would be several revisions for test items based on the result of the analysis while using ITEMAN Program Software 4.4.

   The data was collected by administering the teachers who made the questions for English final examination test items to the second grade of the final
semester in Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung.

4. Research Procedure

To check the quality of the final examination test, there were some procedures to get the question that made by the teacher and the students’ answers as the instruments in the final semester test. Each item had four options, they are A, B, C, and D. Then, the researcher analyzed the test using the iteman program software 4.4.

To make the research run well, there are several procedures as follows:

1. Determining the problems

   The problems of the research were formulated as the foundation of this research.

2. Determining and selecting the population

   The population that used of this research was the final semester test items at the second grade in Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung.

3. Determining the class

   The researcher used random sampling, so the researcher took one class in this research, it was VIII A that used online test in Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung. There were 20 students that used online tests.

4. Determining the test

   The test was from the final test or second semester test. There were fifty multiple choice test items.

5. Asking the students’ answers

   After determining the test, the researcher asked the English teacher at grade eight to give the students’ answer as the data to evaluate.

---

6. **Analyzing the data quantitatively**
   
   This research touched the final examination test by counting the result of Iteman software program 4.4.

7. **Analyzing the data descriptively**

   Final examination test in this research was identified by descriptive approach to find out the reliability, level of difficulty, discriminating power, and level of difficulty using iteman program software.

   To analyze the data using iteman program, the following are the steps to enter the data using Iteman Program Software:

1. Open iteman program by clicking *start* to the fitur

2. Select program/ *click iteman*

3. Type the name of the data file (input) as you want, then *Enter* the name of the input file. For example, D:\Finaltest.txt, then *Enter* again

4. Enter the name of the output file. For example, D:\Finaltest.output, then click *Enter*

5. A question will appear on the screen. The written is *Do you want the scores written to a file? (Y/N)*, then you can type Y and click *Enter*

6. Enter the name of your score file as you want: For example, D:\Finaltest.scr, then click *Enter.*

7. *Finish.*

5. **Data Analysis**

   The data was collected by the researcher using administering the test of the teacher made for final examination test. The test that was administered by the researcher gether with the answer of the students'. The data
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analysis of this research was focused on the evaluating of the test items to find out the result of the test items whether it was good or not, it could be seen at the points of: validity, reliability, discriminating power, and level of difficulty.

Whereas, the data of the analysis also was intended to determine the interpretation of the items that could be used well, should be totally revised, or partially revised, or dropped totally. To interpret the result of analysis using the iteman software program for the test items, there were several criterias of the quality of test.\textsuperscript{21}

**Table 1.1 Criteria of Test Item Quality**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Difficulty – p</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.000 – 0.099</td>
<td>Very Difficult/need total revising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.100 – 0.299</td>
<td>Difficult/needs revising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.300 – 0.700</td>
<td>Average/good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.701 - 0.900</td>
<td>Easy/needs revising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.901 – 1.000</td>
<td>Very easy/needs dropping or totally revising</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point Biserial (Discriminating Power – D)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D ≤ 0.199</td>
<td>Very low/ needs dropping or totally revising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.200 – 0.299</td>
<td>Low/needs revising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.300 – 0.399</td>
<td>Quite average/without revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D ≥ 0.400</td>
<td>High/very good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prop Endorsing (Proportion of the Answer)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.000 – 0.010</td>
<td>Low/needs revising</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Criteria to classify the quality of test items

| Alpha (Test Item Reliability) |  
|-----------------------------|--
| 0.000 – 0.400               | Low/not sufficient  
| 0.401 – 0.700               | Average/sufficient  
| 0.071 – 1.000               | High/good  

6. **Trustworthiness of Data**

The researcher needed to establish the validity of the score from qualitative measured and discussed the qualitative findings. The study referred to the degree of confidence in data, interpretation, and methods used to ensure the quality of a study. The trustworthiness must be done by the researchers to certain the data of the research.

In a descriptive-evaluative research, used data triangulation to keep the result of the data accurate at the conclusion then to increase the validity and reliability of the result. The researcher collected the data to assure the validity through the convergence of the information while the researcher uses different sources. To validate the data, credibility which members check were employed.

To describe the result of an evaluation of the object based on standard criteria might involve the number of data that become the result of the research using ITEMAN Program Software, it meant that the data collecting to convey

---

22 Ibid.10  
on the truth\textsuperscript{25}. The data identified the result of quality semester test using the software that had the keyword of level to classify the test items. So the method research appropriated to be used in this research.

The researcher used the data of students’ answer as the measurement to know the quality of final examinations using ITEMAN program software, then the researcher analyzed the data based on the validity, reliability, discrimination power and level of difficulty using the result evaluation from the software. The last, researcher asked to the lecture selectively to check the accuracy of the researchers’ conclusion.

\textbf{J. Systematic of Discussion}

The researcher discussed the research in the structure as below:

In Chapter I, the researcher needed to tell the general description of the research and the purpose of the research. It was why the researcher presented the introduction, which consisted of title affirmation, background of the problem, focus and sub focus of the research, identification of the problem, formulate the problem, objective of the research, uses of the research, relevance studies, research methodology and systematic discussion.

In Chapter II, the researcher needed to tell the related literature of the research and the theories that researcher used to do research as base of the research. It was why the researcher presented the theories of language test in English, quality of test items, iteman software program, criteria of a good English language skill test which consist of explanation in English test.

In Chapter III, the researcher needed to tell the description of the research to clarify the research. It was why the researcher presented the general description of evaluating the quality of English final examination of the second semester test by using iteman software program at second grade in Madrasah

Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung and presentation of research facts and data.

In Chapter IV, the researcher needed to tell the result of findings research. It was why the research presented the result of evaluating the quality of English final examination of the second semester test by using iteman software program at second grade in Madrasah Tsanawiyah Hasanuddin Bandar Lampung which consists of analysis of research data, and research findings.

In Chapter V, the research needed to tell the conclusion of the research and the suggestions. It was why the researcher presented the conclusion and suggestion of the research.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A. Frame of Theory
   1. Language Test
      a. Definition of Test

      Test is used to know the capability of person in comprehending something and to know the result of learning. Test is used to obtain the information that is hoped to vary from situation to situation\(^{26}\). Test is the way that can establish the students to master the language, to know it when they study for exam and again when exams are returned and discussed.\(^{27}\) Test is used to measure the ability of students and for gauge the students’ knowledge of the lesson. Test is used to measure the ability of students so it has purpose to make students detect their mistakes in doing test and know the reason of the problems. The aim of the test is to give the information to aid in making intelligent decision about the possible courses of action that did.\(^{28}\) Test is as the informant about the overall materials of subject that they has learnt,

      Test can be as the tool to illustrate the ability of the students, it includes strength and weakness of students’ comprehension in understanding the subject that has already been studied while studying and as the way to know the result of students’ learning while studying.

\(^{28}\) Fulcher, Glenn, *Practical Language Testing* (Great Britain: Hachette UK Company, 2010), p.1
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Test became the standard to measure the students’ ability in comprehending the knowledge of the subject that has been learnt during the process of the learning, therefore the test is called as a tool that have to be in the learning.

b. **Kinds of Test**

According to the information that sought, the categorize that proved to determine about the existing test that is suitable for the particular purpose and the appropriate test that is necessary. There are several types of tests that discussed, they are:  

1) **Proficiency Tests**

Proficiency tests are designed to measure the student’s ability in getting the language regardless of the training that they might have for their language. In case proficiency test means getting the sufficient command about the language for the particular purpose. The example of proficiency test is test that designed to find who can get successfully in the function as a United Nation Translator or test that used to discover students who has good English to follow the study in Britain University.

2) **Achievement Tests**

Achievements test are related in the language course, the purpose is to establish how successful ownself, the groups of students, or the course that achieves the objectives. There are two types of the achievement tests, they are: final achievement tests that administrated at the final of the course of study that the students taking and progress achievement tests that intended to measure the progress that

---

students making. The tests of progress relate to the objective of the course, the way to measure the progress repeatedly to administer the final achievement test.

3) Diagnostic Tests

Diagnostic tests are used to identify students’ strengths and weaknesses. They intended primary to determine the necessary of further teaching. At the level of the language skills this is reasonably straightforward. It can tell the students’ particularly weak in speaking or writing in order to create on the profiles of the students’ ability such categorize as grammatical accuracy or even the linguistic appropriacy. They are used to find student’s difficulty in learning and to investigate what kind of difficulty that they face.

4) Placement Tests

Placement tests are provided about information that will place the students at their grade at the program class to appropriate their abilities. The usage is to assign the students level of class that will decide by the institution they taking. It might be designed within an institution is given.

The test that the researcher analyzed was the achievement test, because it could be seen that the researcher researched final examination test or in Indonesia usually called by UAS test. It is held to measure the capacity or the ability of the students in understanding the materials of the learning for that grade. Final examination or UAS test obtains about the materials that relevant in the learning and the syllables. The result, the test that used for this kind of test is achievement test.
c. Form of Test

From the form of the test, there are two kinds based on the response they are subjective test and objective test.30

1) Subjective Test

Subjective test is the test that used to know the ability of the students by their opinion or the judgment. Kinds of tests that includes in subjective test is essay questions and short answer questions.

a) Essay Test

An essay test is the assessment test that has the technique requires the students’ respond to the question by developing themselves, organizing the class of word or grammatical that used, and the written of the original composition. It is used to measure the students’ abilities to construct the logical, the cohesive, and the persuasive in written on pieces.

b) Short Answer

Short-answer tests are constructed to the object items, the answers are clearly required on it. The answer has to be supplied on it or the options have clearly provide. It measures the items of the perfect reliability in the true objective. The answers provide the unquestionable whether right or wrong.

2) Objective Test

Objective test is a test that use to know the students’ ability or their performance that measured by using the specific answers or the possible answers that provide the wrong and the right answers in the items.

---

There are several types of the objective test: multiple choice tests, matching and true false test.

a) Multiple Choice Tests

Multiple choice test consists of the questions with the answers about incomplete definition. Multiple choice consists of the problem and the lists of the suggested solutions. To answer the questions of multiple choice students have to choose one of the best possible answers.

Multiple choice contains the questions that called as stem with the possible answers that called choices, it also includes the right answers and some wrong answers that called distractors. The students have to answer by circle the one that they think right on the readable answer sheet.

The alternatives answers in the multiple choice consist of the complete sentences, sentence fragments, or the single words. The items assume absolutely correct. The advantage of multiple-choice is that the teachers score perfectly reliable of factual information. The teacher score it easily and the students can guess he possible answer easily too.

b) True or false Test

True or false tests consist of the statements. In this type students can answer the questions the available on the instructions.

---

whether true or false statement. The example of the true or false only have two possible answers they are True or false.

c) Matching Test

Matching test consists of matching questions that has to match on the pairing answers on the test that called stems. It includes of the easy to score and also quick to discuss. In this type the students have more time to do and respond the test, because some options will be similar with the other and they will get more mistakes if they get wrong of the one.

Test test that used in the research is the objective test, it meant that the test was answed by choosing the answers of the available answers. It was a multiple choice test, it consisted of a stem that is the question of the test, the choice of the right answer and the distractor that was the wrong answers with incomplete definitions.

2. Criteria of a Good Test Item

Test is used to measure the student’s knowledge by assessing it during the process of learning. The test qualifies the materials that reflected on the test to get good score after getting the test. Test is called the good test if the test requires the criteria of a good test in the requirements statistically and non-statistically.

a. Validity

Validity is the important aspect in getting kinds of a good test. The validity of the test will be nothing if the test is not valid itself. The validity refers to the extent instrument of the objective to know the quality in the test suitable of the criteria.\(^34\) To measure the test that the quality of

validity is good or not, it should have terms of face validity, content validity, and construct validity.

1) Face Validity

Face validity concerns about the students and the teachers think of the test. It relates to the performance of the test how the test looks like.\(^{35}\) Face validity assumes as the important comparision of the indications in the validity.

2) Content Validity

Content validity concerns about the correlation of the test and the materials in the test. It concerns about the sufficiently of the representative and the comprehensive about the test.\(^{36}\) The content of validity reflects about the materials and knowledge that has been taught by the teacher during the learning in the classroom.

3) Construct Validity

Construct validity concerns about the specific objective in each aspect of the instruction of the test. The construct validity includes of the theory of the knowledge in the language.\(^{37}\) It conducts of the test or final examination test that made by the teachers to measure the understanding of students’. the test can be said as the construct validity if it conduct about the construct or theoretical ideas.

b. Reliability

Reliability refers to the consistency of measurement, to know the consistent score of the test or the evaluation


\(^{37}\) Ibid.
from the result of the measurement\(^{38}\). The reliability will be reliable if the result of the test is consistently. It is the important one to know the result of the good test of the good validity.

c. **Discriminating Power**

Discrimination power refers to the test that tells about the items can discriminate the clever students and low students. Discrimination power tells of the extent quality of the options in the test to tell which items high or low students to answer the options\(^{39}\).

d. **Level of Difficulty**

Level of difficulty refers to the percentage of the the correct items that gotten by the correct answers of the students’. The difficulty of the test will be seen from how easy or difficult items from the students’ points of view\(^{40}\).

Level of difficulty conducts of the difficulty and the easy items of test for the students. If the students answers the test correct mostly, so it means the test items range to easy items.

The criteria of a good test the researcher used were the validity, reliability, discrimination power, and level of difficulty. The researcher chose them as the point of the research because as the evaluating to know the quality of the questions that had made. It could be seen of the validity of the test that measure the extent of the validy of the questions, reliability of the test that is about the consistency of the research study, discrimination power that is about the item analysis, and the level of difficulty to know the level grade that used for its level. A good test it has fulfilled several

---


\(^{39}\) Shohamy, EA *Practical Handbook in Language Testing for the Second Language Teacher*, (Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv University, 1985).P.81.

\(^{40}\) Ibid,79.
requirements of criteria of a good test statistically and non-statistically.

3. **Iteman Software Program**

   a. **Definition of Iteman Software Program**

   ITEMAN (Item and Test Analysis) is a Windows application designed to provide detailed reports of test items and analysis of their tests using classical test theory. ITEMAN is computer software especially made to analyze items or a test that is performed. ITEMAN is an empirical item analysis with a classical approach model that is useful for determining the quality of items or a test. ITEMAN (item and test analyzer) is a computer program used to analyze items classically.  

   The purpose is to help the teachers to evaluate the quality of test items by examining their characteristics. This program includes a package of programs in the Micro Computer Adaptive Test (MicroCAT) developed by the Assessment Systems Corporation starting in 1982 and underwent revision in 1984, 1986, 1988, 1993, and 2013; starting from version 2.00 to version 4.30. Either Iteman 4.4 version in 2017.

   Compared to version 3.5, ITEMAN version 4.4 is slightly different operation, but simpler, and even the reporting is very complete. ITEMAN version 4.4 produces text reports in RTF format, complete with graphs, narration, and tables.

Advantages of ITEMAN 4.4:

1. The result of the ITEMAN 4.4 can calculate as graphics. It generates the quantile for each items. The user see the result and control easily from the graphics.

---

1. ITEMAN 4.4 can handle pretest or the trial that does not include in the final score statistically.
2. It has including the alpha result or the reliability a whole item.
3. The file that got prepared as a formal report and in comma separated. It makes the reader easy to read and evaluate in the file word and the report file is CSV format.
4. The scales of the score and sub score added in the output.
5. The score divides to two groups report file or result as the number.
6. The maximum number of score can be analyzed increase 10,000 items.
7. Multiple file created in the text editor or interactively within ITEMAN.**

The results of the item analysis include the level of difficulty, differentiation, and distribution statistics of the answers. ITEMAN definition In addition to producing test item statistics, this program also produces test statistics which include test reliability, measurement error or standard error and score distribution.

4. English Language Skill Test

There are several skills in English to detect good tests based on the skills. They guide on the skills in English to make the examiner easy to establish the test for the examinee and make the examinee can develop their competence in English. “The effect of testing on teaching and learning is known as backwash...”

---

**Sutrisno et al., *ITEMAN: Item Klasik dan Analisis Uji*, (Semarang: CEP-CCDA, 2018)

a. **Testing Writing**

There are some parts that the teacher have to understand the position problem in testing writing. They are:

1) The teacher has to set the writing test based on the population of task that the teacher expects the learners to be able to perform.

2) The students should elicit the samples of writing.

3) The essential is the task of the students’ writing can and will be scored by the teacher.\(^44\)

in testing writing notices the use of the test for example to describe, to explain, to compare and contrast or argue. The examiner must observe some important things in testing writing such as:

1) Operations: the expressions are used in testing writing as expression of thanks, expression of opinions, expressions of apology, expression of information. Then the eliciting information, eliciting the directions, eliciting the service.

2) Text Type: The forms are used to see the purpose of writing as letter that includes the announcement, post that includes descriptive text, card that includes narrative text, or note that includes comment.

3) Addressee to test writing: The topic of writing such as medical, healthy, social interaction, education or many more.

b. **Testing Oral Ability**

The Problem in testing oral ability (speaking) is the same as testing writing, The different is only at the examinee performs the skill in spoken.\(^45\) The task should elicit behavior which can be scored by the examiner.

\(^44\) Ibid, 75.
\(^45\) Ibid, 101.
This one is the important specification ‘Oral Interaction’ test at intermediate level serve as the illustration:

1) Operation: The operation to take the oral interaction is as the following function *the first* is expressing which includes thanks, opinion, comment, attitude, confirmation, apology, want/need, complains, or reason. *The second* is Narrating which tells the sequence of events. *The third* is Eliciting which the concerning of the talk as the information, direction, service, clarification, help, permission and all areas above. *The fourth* is directing which the purpose of oral interaction as ordering, instructing (how to), persuading, advising, warning. *The last* is reporting as description, comment, or decision.

2) Text Types: kinds of test in spoke as dialog or monologue.

3) Addresses and Topics: in oral test is not too specific not like in writing test.

4) Criteria Level of Performance in Speaking: in spoken test grammar is not specified as the content, there is no reference of vocabulary and pronunciation.

5) It does not meant there are no requirements of oral test just to be dealt with separately as part of statement of criteria level as:

a) The accuracy of the pronunciation must clear to list.

b) Appropriacy of the use of language generally appropriate to functions.

c) Range of language is available to the candidates, it means the speaker is able to express himself not stuck on searching words and too long briefing.
d) Flexibility of the conversation adapt to new topic.

e) Size of contribution in spoken may develop the utterances and the oral spoken.

The elicitation techniques that can be used to oral spoken are: ask and requests for pictures, information, interpreting, role play, comprehension, or discussion

c. Testing Reading

Testing reading is harder than testing speaking, when the reader reads some words we cannot observe but when the speaker speaks we can hear. Some important specification in kind of testing reading they are:

1) Operation: that the teacher have to notice to test reading skill, they can scan the text to locate the specific information, skimming, identifying stages the usage, identifying the examples that presented to support the argument and many other.

2) Type of Text: References of book/text that can be used is from textbook, novel, journal, letter, timetable, poem or future specified as newspaper report, newspaper advertisement, newspaper editorial etc. See the level of text that want to teach.

3) Addressees: Related to the text type see the quality text for the students in different culture and level.

4) Topics: Many topics that can discussed in English reading, as long as the text can be read and understand useful to reader and meaningful that means the book is able to use.

d. Testing Listening

Many kinds of test to test listening, from many source of speaker start from radio, the speaker (teacher, lecturer or partner to talk), here are the special problem in constructing listening test, specify the students to do:\textsuperscript{47}

1) Operation: related to listening indicate as listening for the specific information, following directions, obtaining gist, following instructions or interpreting, recognize of the function of the structure.

2) Types of Text: The specified of test as monologue, dialogue, multi participants and further about direction, instruction etc.

3) Addressees: The text intended for general students for example for young learners, beginner, elementary, or intermediate level. All based on the level for the listener.

4) Topics: General term can be used for testing listening.

\textsuperscript{47} Ibid, 134.
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